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OVER 10,000 COMPANIES
TO BE STRUCK OFF!
BSNews
DECEMBER 1992
Additionally, the Registrar of
Companies intends to finally
clear the backlog of
documentation which is held
within the Companies
Registration Office for the period
August 1989 to March 1991.
This documentation has already
been filed but has not been put
on the paper files or been
scanned. It will finally be
scanned in the New Year as a
second scanner is being
purchased by the Companies
Registration Office.
filing fee for Annual Returns
which are not filed on time. The
fee may be anything from £50 to
£200 per Return. However, this
increase in fees may not take
effect for some time.
NEWSSERVICES
BTU GOLFER OF THE YEAR
BTU Captain Shay Kearney presenting Michael Matthews with his
BSNews Golfer of The Year Trophy. While Micahel diden't win any outing
outright, he nonetheless did the unprecedented in winning a prize at
every single outing, his handicap being cut on each occasion. Not
content with that, he also won a turkey at Hermitage. Our
commisserations to Des O'Gorman who put up a tremendous challenge,
eventually losing out to Michael by just the one point.
BSNews also understands that the
Registrar of Companies is
considering an increase in the
should bear in mind the fact that
an Officer of a company may be
disqualified from acting as a
director if he is prosecuted on
three occasions for non-filing of
statutory returns in a five-year
period.
A person who holds a large
number of directorships should
ensure that he is not liable for
prosecution because the statutory
records have not been
maintained.
In addition, commencing in the
first week of January, the
Registrar intends to issue 2,000
warning notices each week to
companies who have defaulted in
their obligations.
These are companies that have
not filed Annual Returns for two
years. Each company will
receive two statutory strike-off
notices and by March of next
year, 2,000 companies will be
struck off the Index each week.
BSNews understands that the
Registrar will initiate a campaign
of prosecutions against 10,000 to
15,000 directors in the coming
months. A prior warning notice
will be issued to the directors
concerned and it will be March
before any prosecutions take
place.
In September of this year over
1,300 companies were
summoned to appear in the
District Court. The maximum
fine which could have been
imposed by the court was £1,000
for each year for which an
Annual Return was outstanding.
The fines imposed varied from
£150 per Return for those
companies who had sent a
representative to the court, up to
£250 per Return for companies
who had not appointed a
representative to appear on their
behalf.
The directors selected will
receive the court summons at
their home address. Directors
IRISH BUILDING
SeaS9DS
Greetings
This is the startling news
emanating from the Companies
(' in recent weeks. It comes
,e when business in
general - and a vast portion of
the building services sector in
particular - is reeling from the
effects of the current downturn.
It is not, perhaps, the most
encouraging news to lead with in
this seasonal issue but it is
important for everyone involved
in business to be aware of the
renewed vigour with which these
matters are now being policed
and enforced. January 1993 will
see the requirements in respect of
such matters becoming even
more exacting and the onus is
now on all company directors to
ev - ~''1e in great detail what
:tly is required of them,
and to ensure that these
requirements are met in full.
The names of the 10,000
companies which have been
randomly elected for strike off
before the end of 1992 are
expected to be published in the
coming weeks.
BSNews wishes all our
readers a happy and
peaceful Christmas and
a prosperous new year.
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SO ADVANCED.
Introducing the world's most advanced cast iron boiler. The Baxi Solo. A wall mounted boiler built to a revolutionary
design, while retaining all the traditional strength of cast iron. A boiler so easy to install that it could radically improve
your working routine. Here's a summary of the key benefits:
470mm (18'/, in) 300mm (11 "/.. in)
Width Depth
350mm (13'/. in) 300 .. in)
400mm (15'/. in) 300mm (11 "/.. in)
450mm (17 "/16 in) 300mm (11"/16 in)
470mm (18'/, in) 320mm (12'/16 in)
21 - 30,000 Btu/h
31 - 40,000 Btu/h
41 - 50,000 Btu/h
51 - 70,000 Btu/h
Depth
Depth
143mm (5'/. in)
300mm (11 "/16 in)
( 6.15 kw - 8.79 kW)
( 9.09 kw - 11.72 kW)
(12.02 kw - 14.65 kW)
(14.95 kw - 20.52 kW)
( 3.22 kw - 5.86 kW)
( 6.15 kw - 8.79 kW)
( 9.09 kw - 11 .72 kW)
(12.02 kw - 14.65 kW)
(14.95 kw - 17.58 kW)
Height
230mm (9 '/16 in)
241 mm (9,/, in)
241mm(9'/,in}
Width
400mm (15'/. in)
11,000 - 20,000 Btu/h
21,000 - 30,000 Btu/h
31,000 - 40,000 Btu/h
41,000 - 50,000 Btu/h
51,000 - 60,000 Btu/h
600mm (23'/. in)
FLUE:
Models Width
20/4 RS and RS/SS }
30/4 RS and RS/SS 230mm (9 '/16 in)
40/4 RS and RS/SS
50/4 RS and RS/SS 307mm (12'/. in)
60/4 RS and RS/SS 307mm (12'/. in)
OUTPUT:
Powered Flue:
30/4 PF
40/4 PF
50/4 PF
70/4 PF
Room Sealed:
20/4 RS and RS/SS
30/4 RS and RS/SS
40/4 RS and RS/SS
50/4 RS and RS/SS
60/4 RS and RS/SS
DIMENSIONS:
Powered Flue: Height
30/4 PF }
40/4 PF
50/4 PF
70/4 PF 600mm (23'/. in)
Room Sealed: Height
20/4 RS and RS/SS } 600 (23'~')
30/4 RS and RS/SS mm • In
40/4 RS and RS/SS 600mm (23'/. in)
50/4 RS and RS/SS 600mm (23'/. in)
60/4 RS and RS/SS 600mm (23'/. in)
SIZE
Just 600mm high across the range - small enough to align with
standard wall units.
CONSTRUCTION
Built in Baxi's new £14 million foundry, the revolutionary
new monobloc heat exchanger has a maximised fin area for extra
heat transfer.
WEIGHT
All Solo models are true one man lift boilers, ego 50/4 PF, 275kg
(60.6Ibs). The advantage of one man lift has been achieved without the
need to remove and refit bailer components.
INSTALLATION
Simple format for easier installation. Temporary retaining system.
Top Connections. Space for internal routing of pipe work. Ready
assembled case. Minimal preparation work required. Installation and
servicing from front. No need to disturb fan control devices. All
powered flue models have overheat thermostat as standard, with bailer,
outer case and flue supplied in one carton. There are two room sealed
ranges - Solo RS and Solo RS/SS. The Solo RS has four connections
(two for gravity if required) and the Solo RS/SS has two connections
(fully pumped) and overheat thermostat as standard.
FLUE
PF model has rear, left or right flue outlets. Internal flue fixing kit
as standard. Standard 4" flue throughout range. Small, neat flue
terminal. RS model has rear outlei balanced flue arrangement and wall
trim with stainless steel terminal.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
ON THE BAXI SOLO RANGE,
COt'FACT YOUR LOCAL
HEATMERCHANTS BRANCH.
.
SAX/SOLO
SOLO. SO ADVANCED
, ...
--'-SAXI2
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
E ineers (CIBSE);
,echanical Engineering & Building
Se Vices Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
Contents
PAGE 2
TRADE NEWS
Bolton StreetllDHE Technicians Course; Carrier China Venture; Eolas/IEI Review of
Cogeneration Equipment; Batimatllnterclima '93; German Master Plumbers Irish
Study trip; Euro Gas and Dunham Bush Target Schools; ISO 9002 for ABS; An
Opportunity to Show Off...and Sell!; New Cyclon EMS System; Drayton Appoints
Fingal Heat; Brooks Hanley "Merchant of the Year"; Water and Industrial Waste
Management Exhibition; BTU Hermitage Outing.
Speaking on behalf of both
Barlo and Merriot, Oliver
Fitzpatrick is pictured
addressing the large
attendance in the Tara Tower
Hotel in Dublin recently on
the occassion of the IDHE
presentation of Diplomas.
See page 2.
PAGE 8
PRODUCT REVIEW: DOMESTIC BOILERS
PAGE 14
ADVANCE SALES LEADS
PAGE 15
NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE
PAGE 16
EMPLOYER ADVICE LINE
David Gannon on Christmas Holiday Leave.
PAGE 17
CIBSE NEWS
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BSNews SPECIAL RPORT
BSRIA's recently-completed European Building Services Study reveals a massive
market for hvac and plumbing products across the EC of £19.8 Billion in 1990 at
manufacturers' selling prices. The figure for the Irish market is put at approximately
£150 million, a sizeable sum, despite the downturn of the present.
BSNews, December 1992 1
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TRADE NEWS
IDHE Diploma recipients pictured at a special presentation ceremony in the Tara Tower Hotel recently. The
occasion was sponsored jointly by Barlo and its group sister company Merriott.
Technology, Bolton Street.
The objective is for personnel
from all sectors of the heating
industry to participate. For
details contact either the IDHE or
Seamus Murran, Metal
Fabrication and Plumbing
Department, Heating &
Plumbing Section, Bolton Street.
Continuing the global expansion of its product research and
development capacity, Carrier has also invested $1.7 million in a
new engineering and design facility in Monterrey, Mexico.
The newly-opened centre will be used to test and design world-
class air conditioning products such as a new, lightweight room
air conditioner manufactured in Mexico.
CARRIER CHINA VENTURE
Carrier Corporation has purchased a majority interest in Tianjin
Uni-Air Conditioning Company of Tianjin, China.
Under the terms of the agreement, Carrier has become the
majority owner in ajoint venture with Chinese interests to
manufacture and sell split and small packaged air conditioning
equipment in the growing Chinese market.
Tianjin Uni-Air was established by Chinese investors and a group
of businessmen from Hong Kong in 1986, last year's ales
amounting to approximately $8 million.
"This is our company's fourth joint venture since 1987 to
manufacture, sell and service air conditioning equipment in
China,"said Carrier Chairman, President and CEO Karl J Krapek.
"This is a strategic investment in Carrier's future as the market in
the Asia Pacific arena is the fastest-growing market in our
industry".
Extensive discussions have taken
place between the officers of the
IDHE and staff from the college,
and it was on that basis that the
course syllabus was designed.
On completion of the course
students would receive a
certificate from the IDHE and
certificate from the College of
Year 11 - Heating technology;
quantities and estimating; and
management.
Pictured at the announcement of the establishment of Patterson
Kempster &Shortall's (PKS) new Quality Management Consultancy were
(from left) John A Murphy, Chief Executive, Irish Quality Association and
Norman Craig, the PKS partner responsible for the new Quality
Management Consultancy.
Following discussions with the
IDHE, the college of
Technology, Bolton Street, hopes
to commence a new technicians
course in September '93 for
personnel employed in the
heating industry.
This course will be a part-time
evening course of two evenings
per week, for two years.
The subjects on offer are as
follows:-
Year I - Heating and hot water
technology; and drawing and
design;
Seamus Murran, speaking at the IDHE gathering in the Tara Tower Hotel
in Dublin recently, at which he announced details of the proposed new
technicians course. It is hoped to have the course commence next
September should the industry response be sufficient.
BOLTON
STREET/IDHE
TECHNICIANS
COURSE
2 BSNews, December 1992
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RA-FN (UK) angle valve bodyRA 2070 built in sensor
Radiator Thermostats
• Widely used in Domestic and Commercial
Specifications throughout Ireland for the
last 40 years.
• Valve Range four one pipe and two pipe
heating systems for domestic and
commercial applications.
• Valve Sizes 3/8",1/2",3/4" &1" BSP
or Smm, 10mm, 15mm& 20mm copper.
• Features of Sensor Elements (built-in
or remote) include Memory Disc, Locking
and Limiting. Side and top setting
indication.
RA-FN straight valve body RA 2070 remote sensor
Remote Sensors come in 2m, 5m or Srn
capillary lengths.
• Manufactured in factories assessed and
certified to ISO 9001 and conforming to
European standards EN215 Approval.
r,
,
RA 2060 remote temperature adjuster RA-G straight valve body
-
J.J. SAMPSON & SON LTD.
Unit 71.
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10.
Telephone: (01) 626 8111/626 9332
Telefax: (01) 6269334.
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TRADE NEWS
IDHE Diploma recipients pictured at a special presentation ceremony in the Tara Tower Hotel recently. The
occasion was sponsored jointly by Barlo and its group sister company Merriott.
Technology, Bolton Street.
The objective is for personnel
from all sectors of the heating
industry to participate. For
details contact either the IDHE or
Seamus Murran, Metal
Fabrication and Plumbing
Department, Heating &
Plumbing Section, Bolton Street.
CARRIER CHINA VENTURE
Carrier Corporation has purchas d a majority interest in Tianjin
Uni-Air Conditioning Company of Tianjin, China.
Under the terms of the agreement, Carrier has become the
majority owner in a joint venture with Chinese interests to
manufacture and sell split and small packaged air conditioning
equipment in the growing Chinese market.
Tianjin Uni-Air was established by Chinese investors and a group
of businessmen from Hong Kong in 1986, last year's sales
amounting to approximately $8 million.
"This is our company's fourth joint venture since 1987 to
manufacture, sell and service air conditioning equipment in
China,"said Carrier Chairman, President and CEO Karl ] Krapek.
''This is a strategic investment in Carrier's future as the market in
the Asia Pacific arena is the fastest-growing market in our
industry".
Continuing the global expansion of its product re earch and
development capacity, Carrier has also invested $ I.7 million in a
new engineering and design facility in Monterrey, Mexico.
The newly-opened centre will be used to test and design world-
class air conditioning products such as a new, lightweight room
air conditioner manufactured in Mexico.
Extensive discussions have taken
place between the officers of the
IDHE and staff from the college,
and it was on that basis that the
course syllabus was designed.
On completion of the course
students would receive a
certificate from the IDHE and
certificate from the College of
Year II - Heating technology;
quantities and estimating; and
management.
BOLTON
STREET/IDHE
TECHNICIANS
COURSE
Following discussions with the
IDHE, the college of
Technology, Bolton Street, hopes
to commence a new technicians
course in September '93 for
personnel employed in the
heating industry.
This course will be a part-time
evening course of two evenings
per week, for two years.
The subjects on offer are as
follows:-
Year I - Heating and hot water
technology; and drawing and
design;
Seamus Murran, speaking at the IDHE gathering in the Tara Tower Hotel
in Dublin recently, at which he announced details of the proposed new
technicians course. It is hoped to have the course commence next
September should the industry response be sufficient.
Pictured at the announcement of the establishment of Patterson
Kempster & Shortall's (PKS) new Quality Management Consultancy were
(from left) John A Murphy, Chief Executive, Irish Quality Association and
Norman Craig, the PKS partner responsible for the new Quality
Management Consultancy.
2 BSNews, December 1992 6
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RA-FN (UK) angle valve bodyRA 2070 built in sensor
Radiator Thermostats
• Widely used in Domestic and Commercial
Specifications throughout Ireland for the
last 40 years.
• Valve Range four one pipe and two pipe
heating systems for domestic and
commercial applications.
• Valve Sizes 3/8",1/2",3// & 1" BSP
or 8mm, 10mm, 15mm& 20mm copper.
• Features of Sensor Elements (built-in
or remote) include Memory Disc, Locking
and Limiting. Side and top setting
indication.
RA-FN straight valve body RA 2070 remote sensor
Remote Sensors come in 2m, 5m or 8m
capillary lengths.
• Manufactured in factories assessed and
certified to ISO 9001 and conforming to
European standards EN215 Approval.
RA 2060 remote temperature adjuster RA-G straight valve body
-
J.J. SAMPSON & SON LTD.
Unit 71.
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10.
Telephone: (01) 626 8111/626 9332
Telefax: (01) 6269334.
- - .-.J
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GERMAN MASTER PLUMBERS IRISH STUDY TRIP
BATIMATnNTERCLlMA '93
Subtle styling combined with
long life and high efficiency
performance are the key qualitie
of the Series'A' design. A
slimline casing, with anodised
extruded aluminium alloy grilles,
masks a robustly-engineered
construction with quiet running
fans and high performance heat
exchange coils. No fewer than
29 standard models are available
with nominal heat outputs from
Euro Gas representatives have
visited the Dunham-Bush
European headquarters for
detailed technical training on t
company's wide product range:.
Imminent success is already
expected in the education sector
where Euro Gas will be offering
Iri h specifiers the highly
successful Dunham-Bush Series
.A' range of fan convector.
concerned an ideal opportunity
to learn more about each other '
training and education standards
and working practices which
will be very important in the
new Europe of 1993. It is hoped
that a group of Irish Institute
members will pay a return visit
to Frankfurt next year on the
occasion of the ISH exhibition.
A close working relationship is
already developing between
Dunham-Bush Ltd and the
company's newly-appointed Irish
distributors, Euro Gas.
The gro.up of 52 Germ.an Master Plumbers and their hosts, members of
the Institute of Plumbing, pictured at the Mansion House pr' t th .
. . . lor 0 elr
CIVIC reception
EURO GAS AND
DUNHAM BUSH
TARGET SCHOOLS
plumbing, tiles and fittings.
There will be a permanent bus
and a scheduled helicopter
shuttle to ensure direct links
between the Porte de Versai lies
and the Paris-Nord Exhibition
Centre. In addition, the RATP
and the SNCF have agreed to
lay on extra metro and RER
(express rail) trains between the
two exhibition centres and from
the airports.
a conducted tour of the Dail and
a gala dinner at Barber town
Castle.
Day three began with a civic
reception hosted by the Lord
Mayor of Dublin, Gay Mitchell
TD at the Mansion House, and
was followed by an afternoon of
city ightseeing and shopping.
The visit afforded everyone
The Paris-Nord Exhibition
Centre will host alongside
Interclima (13th International
Exhibition of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning) the "Espace
Confort" section of the Batimat
Exhibition which includes
occupy a total stand area of
170,000 sq m compared with
115,000 sq m at the 1991
session.
The Institute of Plumbing,
Republic of Ireland Branch,
recently hosted a group of 52
master plumbers from Frankfurt,
Germany, who chose Dublin as
the venue for their annual study
trip. Having arrived at Dublin
Airport, the trip got off to a
good start with a visit to the Hop
Store of Guinness Brewery
where the "black stuff' was
sampled. A scenic trip through
the Phoenix Park was followed
by lunch at the Turnstile
Restaurant with the group then
visiting the College of
Technology Bolton Street. The
day concluded with a visit to
Irish Whi key corner of Irish
Distillers were the "Uisce
Beatha" was sampled.
The second day of the visit
included a tour of Quality
Ceramics Ltd, Arklow, with the
remainder of the day comprising
uses a simple graphical tool to
illustrate an economic evaluation
technique for individual
applications, and provides
representative examples of
working units throughout the
Community. Copies of the 20-
page report were provided free to
participate at the launch.
1993 marks an important
turning point for Batimat, the
19th International Building
Exhibition, which will take
place from 9 to 14 November
1993. It will be divided
between two venues, the Paris
Exhibition Centre at Porte de
Versailles and the Paris-Nord
Exhibition Centre. With a
considerable increase in
exhibition area, Batimat will
Eolas, in collaboration with the
In titution of Engineers of
Ireland (lEI), has published a
brochure on cogeneration
facilities in the European
Community. The brochure is one
of the mechanisms used by the
Organisations for the Promotion
of Energy Technologies
(OPETs), a 40-centres network
of public and private
organisations, to accelerate the
introduction of clean and
efficient energy technologies
throughout the European
Community, and in the
economies in transition in
Central and Ea tern Europe.
The brochure has been launched
by the Spanish Institute Valencia
de L'Energia (IVEN), which
agreed to formally release the
brochure at the 14 December
meeting of the Energy Division
of the IEI, at 22 Clyde Road,
Dublin 4. The brochure release
was accompanied by a public
lecture on recent developments
in this important technological
area. The brochure details the
technical and economic rationale
for cogeneration applications,
covering industrial, commercial
and the residential sectors. It
EOLAS
IIEI REVIEW OF
COGENERATION
EQUIPMENT
4 BSNews, December 1992 8
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TRADE NEWS
I3rian Hoy NASI (right), presenting the ISO 9002 Quality Certificate to
Johann Heussinger, Managing Director, ABS Pumps Ltd.
the time was wholly exported
and these high-quality standards
were expected by their
international customers.
ASS Pumps exports 95% of
current production with the
remainder concentrated on the
home market for which ASS has
a dedicated Irish Sales & Service
Department. ABS is now
recognised as the second largest
submersible pump manufacturer
in Europe.
ASS has invested heavily in
quality with the latest technology
employed to ensure accurately
machined and assembled units.
Together with a tight quality
assurance programme, ASS is
also committed to continuous
research and development in
order that the market gets the
most reliable, environmental
friendly and cost-effective
products.
The company was awarded the
Irish Quality "Mark" in 1986 and
the presentation of the ISO 9000
is the follow-up in their quality
programme.
ASS Pumps Ltd was established
in 1973 with a workforce of 25
which included one quality
control inspector. Even at that
early stage the company was
conscientious towards quality
since the entire product range at
ISO 9002 FOR ABS
ABS Pumps Ltd, Wexford, is
recognised as being the largest
manufacturer of pumps and
accessories in Ireland. The
company has recently been
awarded the ISO 9000 Quality
Certificate in recognition of their
continuous efforts to maintain
the highest quality standards in
the manufacturing plant in
Wexford.
3kW to l5kW. There are
versions for all forms of
mounting, including ceiling
voids.
Heating for schools requires not
only rugged good looks and
efficiency but also the ability to
minimise energy consumption.
Dunham-Sush Series 'A' units
are offered with the option of
control by Audiostat - a sound-
based control system which sets
back the heat output from the
unit when no room occupancy
can be detected.
" ries 'A' units are also
ailable with electronic speed
controls to provide much closer
control over heat output relative
to room temperature, thus saving
energy by reducing overheating.
This option also offers a degree
of flexibility for summertime
operation when Series 'A' units
are used to recirculate room air.
Selecting the ,
right Dunham-Bush r{
Fan Coil Heater I
is as easy as ...
SERIES A• Engineered for quality, value SERIES B • Rugged chassis design for SERIES C• FUll range of compact freestanding
and style.•Wide range of models and sizes, concealed location and space saving economy. units with stylish, 600mm high casings - and
with ex-stock delivery on popular units. .Versatilitywith standard models for vertical, outputs to match all occasions.• Competitive
• Application flexibility: models for LTHw, horizontal and reversed airflow application. pricing makes Series C units easy on the budget
MTHWand steam.•Comprehensive range of • Choice of coils for LTHw, MTHw, steam and • Stocks of preferred sizes ensure quick
accessories and control options including heat recovery with all the accessories you'll delivery.•Wide ranges of accessories and control
Audiostat. • Powder coated,for superb long ever need.• Discreet, efficient and excellent options - including Audiostat. • Powder
life finish. value. coating ensures long lasting good looks.
Dunham-Bush fan coil heaters a~ letter perfect for quality and performance. Send for full details TODAY.
• II!1! _ •• • ..- ..~ .-••~.. E: 0 G ~ LT
••• . ...--e••,... UR AS 0
- -- -- - -fi·- !J.~=:; t1. 0-
~- C7 1 DUNCAIRN PLACE, BRAY, CO. WICKLOW Up. lel: 01-286 8244, 01-286 8563. Fax: 286 1729 mm::
I-__..!- ---:. ~----------BSNews, December 1992 5
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TRADE NEWS
Gerry Murphy, Managing
Director, Expo Exhibitions
Ltd.
At the launch of the Cylon Controls Unitron range of energy management
systems were (from left) Michael Feeny, lOA; Ms Mary Harney, former
Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, who launched the
new product; John Byrne, Cylon Marketing Director; and Sean Giblin,
Cylon Managing Director.
Drayton Controls has recently
appointed Fingal Heat Ltd, of
Lee Road, Dublin Industrial
Estate, Dublin 11, as' its new
Irish distributor for domestic and
DRAYTON
APPOINTS FINGAL
HEAT
Cylon Controls employs 20
people at its Dublin facility, and
was the overall winner in the
recent RTE Up and Running
television series. Its systems
have been installed across a
wide range of users, including
supermarket chains, hospitals,
and commercial and industrial
buildings such as Irish Life,
Ulster Bank, University College
Dublin, University College
Limerick, Dublin City
University, several health boar
and various electronics and
pharmaceutical clean-room
applications.
Earlier this year Cylon Controls
was awarded ISO 9000
certification. It has distribution
agreements here with Asea
Brown Boveri and, in the UK
with Landis & Gyr, as well as
with others in Germany, Spain
and Italy.
simply by adding more
controllers.
controller, full programmable,
which runs under ARCNET, the
new industry standard. The
UCl2 and UC16 make up a
range of simple but powerful
programmable controllers which
deliver ultra-fast control and
large expansion capability. A
complete system can be built
The Unitron consists of two basic
components - the UCC4 and
the UC 12/16. The UCC4 is a
universal communications
Cylon Controls, set up in 1985
by three UCD engineering
graduates with funding from the
IDA, UCD and the Business
Expansion Scheme, is now the
leading Irish manufacturer on
Integrated Building Management
Sy tems (lBMS).
The new Cylon range of energy
management systems (designed
and made in Ireland) has already
attracted orders from five
overseas countries, plus the home
market. Speaking at the launch
of the Unitron range Sean Giblin,
Managing Director of Cylon
Controls, said: "We expect to
export over £1 million of our
new products in the next 12
months".
NEW CYLON EMS
SYSTEMNEW IRISH H&V SHOW -- AN OPPORTUNITYTO SHOW OFF ... AND SELL!
A new Iri h H&V show is planned
for the Autumn of 1993 to run
concurrently with Plan Expo, the
highly-successful architectural
exhibition which this year
celebrated its 10th year. It will
offfer the building services
industry the first opportunity in
many years to present itself in a
professional manner in a national
format at a premier location.
Provisionally entitled the Irish
H&V Show, the organisers intention is to create a separately-defined
but nonetheless complementary show within the confines of Plan
Expo, thereby creating an all-industry exhibition and a one-stop
hop for architects, consulting engineers, energy managers and other
such pecifiers.
Building services is currently the only ector within the Irish
construction indu try which does not have a dedicated exhibition of
it own. The show is being organised by Expo Exhibitions Ltd and
Managing Director Gerry Murphy (who is no stranger to the H&V
sector having been responsible for IhVex for many years) stress es
that it will afford exhibitors an excellent opportunity to project
themselves in a most cost-effective manner. "The days of open-
ended costs are long gone", he told BSNews. "We at Expo
Exhibitions Ltd have devised a fixed cost formula whereby each
exhibitor is fully aware beforehand of the total expenditure
involved. This formula has been proven throughout over a dozen of
our other shows and indeed is a feature in their success.
"There is no denying that trade exhibiton work. Every industry
needs one. Whether the appropriate frequency is once every two or
maybe three years is something that the Irish building services
industry has to decide for itself. Also, it's important that
participation at such a show is not viewed in isolation. Trade shows
are but one - albeit a crucial - ingredient in any successful
marketing strategy.
"It i in such a context that the Irish H&V Show must be seen.
"At our regular exhibitor meetings prior to each exhibition we go to
great lengths to train and assist ales personnel on the most cost-
effective way of manning a stand. This includes a specially-
prepared training video.
"On the visitor front we have a tried and te ted advertising and
promoptional programme which includes trade advertising in the
appropriate journals, national press advertising and radio
advertising. Additionally, we have a computerised invitation
facility whereby names provided by exhibitors are sent personalised
invites to the show, their names being pre-registered to make name-
tagging and entry simple on arrival. We also run special coaches
and even train carriages from outside of Dublin and have negotiated
special rates with leading hotels and guest houses for all visitors to
the show. Garret Buckley will be responsible for The Irish H&V
Show and he can be contacted directly at 01- 2958183 for further
details."
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TRADE NEWS
BROOKS HANLEY "MERCHANT OF THE
YEAR"
Brooks Hanley in Sligo is the Octabuild National Builders
Merchant of the year for 1992/93.
As well as the national award, Brooks Hanley also won the
Connaught/Ulster Regional Award. The company was established
in 1944 as D & M Hanley. It employs 44 people.
Other regional winners were: Chadwicks, Coolock, Dublin (Dublin
Regional Winner); Morris's Builders Providers, Waterford
(Munster Regional Winner); and Chadwick , Bray, Co Wicklow
(Leinster Regional Winner).
Four other builders merchants received special category awards -
C & D Providers, Wexford; Davies in Fairview, Dublin;
Chadwicks Plumb Centre, Blackrock, Co Dublin; and Glynn's of
Tuam.
Wednesday 21 April to
Thursday, 22nd April, 1993.
Venue: - Main Hall, Royal
Dublin Society, Ballsbridge,
Dublin 4.
More information available on
081-6849659.
BTU HERMITAGE OUTING
Another hamper winner was John Lawlor of Coolair Ltd. John is
seen here receiving his prize from BTU Captain Shay Kearney.
Ireland have so far reserved
space and it is envisaged that the
exhibition will feature over 130
exhibitor when the doors open
in April.
Dates for the show are as
follows:-
merchants throughout the
country, Fingal Heat is also
capable of dealing direct with
installer , specifiers and end-
users. Competitive prices on a
strategic discount structure are
available.
The move from Jurys Hotel to
the main hall at the Royal Dublin
Society grounds has proved very
popular with previous exhibitors
at the Water & Waste Treatment
exhibitions.
The show is aimed at
manufacturing industries, local
authorities, government and
agency departments,
environmental consultants,
process engineers, etc. The
exhibition will offer the
opportunity for these companies
to obtain the information
required to comply with both
national legislation and EC
Directives.
Over 90 of the leading
companies from the UK and
I WATER &
I INDUSTRIAL
I WASTE
MANAGEMENT
I EXHIBITION
I
I
I
I
I
addition to supplying
light commercial heating control
products.
Drayton recognises the potential
in the Irish market for quality
control equipment and is aware
of the future growth in Ireland
due to the increasing availability
of natural gas.
Vincent Dowling, Managing
Director of Fingal Heat, is
confident that the relationship is
set to become mutually
beneficial. He told BSNews as
we went to press. "For some time
we have recognised Drayton
)trols as a major player in the
ing controls market and have
been eager to form a relationship
with a company who has such a
comprehensive and quality
product range".
"For instance, we see their TRV3
thermostatic valve as having
commercial as well as domestic
applications and we are now able
to offer a total controls package
to complement our existing
heating products. Having been
successful in winning the agency
against other prospective
companies, we believe this
places us in a strong position in
t market".
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Biklin BG M Series oil and gas-fired cast iron boilers from Fingal Heat.
PRODUCT REVIEW
DOMESTIC
BC>ILERS
Biklim Boilers
from Fingal
Heat
As one of the largest
manufacturers of boilers in
Europe, Biklim offer a
comprehensive range of units
from total heat generators to
domestic boilers. Biklim are one
of the few European producers
who have retained their own
casting foundry. In 1987, they
commissioned a new
manufacturing plant outside
Naples to cater for the production
of the new Vetta boiler. The
innovative technological advances
of this product have been sold on
to a number of European
producers. Hereunder are brief
details of the range of domestic
Biklim boilers available ex-stock
from Fingal Heat Ltd.
Vetta AR
The Vetta AR wall hull gas boiler
is the jewel in the Biklim crown. It
is a modulating, range-rated,
high-efficient (92%) gas boiler
incorporating a four-stage
equaliser gas valve. The Vetta
has four different output settings
from 30,000 to 80,000 BTU/LR.
The Vetta modulates through the
four available outputs depending
on heating demands, thus
assuring cost-effective operation.
Biklim have also considered the
installer. The Vetta AR boiler
comes fitted with a circulating
pump, 8-litre pressure vessel,
auto air vent, safety valve,
pressure gauge and connecting
pipework, considerably reducing
installation time. The flue is a
multi-directional, fan-assisted
outlet. The boiler is room-sealed.
The back plate is supplied
separately which allows the
8 BSNews,December1992
installer to fix to the wall. It is
equipped with a brass manifold,
expansion vessel, connecting pipe
and pressure gauge. Once
connected to the water and gas its
installation allows the heating
system to be tested in cold
conditions. The water gas
monoblock is made of cast iron
and control operations are
facilitated at frontal access.
The main heat exchanger is made
of finned copper pipes with
silicone resin protection,
eliminating the possibility of
I internal or external scaling. An
electronic circuit with
microprocessor (PC Board)
controls the boiler functions,
I insuring high efficient
performance.
Vetta Combi
The characteristics of the Vetta
Combi are the same as the Vetta
AR plus the extra facility of
producing instantaneous hot
water. The heat exchanger for
the sanitary hot water is made of
stainless steel plates (316L). Its
design allows the water to pass in
a way as to limit calcareous
scaling and to obtain a high
performance output to a maximum
delivery of 13.3 litres of hot water
per minute.
seC-AR
This range of atmospheric cast-
iron boilers is rated from 22kW to
95kW and, for boiler of 45kW and
up, a divider flue is supplied.
Features include atmospheric
burner; permanent pilot with
12
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fin8al Beat Limited
Easy to use
VETTA AR is a very intelligent boiler, once it is fitted, it works by
itself.
Contained dimension
With only 40 cm. of frontal width, VETTA AR is particularly
adaptable to replace the previous boiler and can be fitted perfectly
t anywhere. A compact boiler with great performance.
Maximum savings
The constructive philosophy of this boiler has considered the problem of
heating costs. The high thermal efficiency (92%) assures extremely
reduced consumption under any conditions.
Available for Natural Gas or L.P.G.
~ fin8al Beat Limited
Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11.
Telephone: 01-303111. Fax: 01-306675.
Maximum safety
The VETTA AR technology is safer as it is equipped with high tech
electronic systems which control and regulate the main functions
of the boi ler
Easy installation and maintenance
The back part is separately packed and ready for water and gas
connections. It is designed with all the elements easily identifiable.
These characteristics reduce servicing time.
Introduce Ireland's First Domestic Modulating Cas Boiler
The VETTA AR wall-hung Gas Boiler - Room-Sealed with Multi directional fan assisted outlet.
BIKLlM technology has developed a boiler designed to answer the customer needs.
Incorporating a 4 stage gas valve, the VETTA AR has a range of output from 30,000 to
80,000 BTU. When fitted the boiler modulates to the output required.
The VETTA AR also contains the following features:
• Built in Circulating Pump • Pressure Vessel • Safety Valve + Pressure Gauge • Auto Air Vent
13
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Vokera from Heatovent
PRODUCT REVIEW
DOMESTIC
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piezoelectric ignition; controls
supplied; white, stove-enameled
casing; floor-standing, natural
draught, open-flued design.
Biklin BG M Series
The BGM series of cast iron
boilers for gas oil or gas are
characterised for their high
thermical efficiency and minimum
maintenance.
The technical characteristics are:
high efficiency combustion; body
formed by cast iron pieces G20,
wet chamber; panel of sheet
steel, fire resistant; insulation with
glasswool and aluminium
covering, directly on the boiler
body; horizontal and vertical
smoke passages; pre-wired
control panel, consisting of:- (a)
The Vokera Mynute from Heatovent.
10 BSNews, December 1992
boiler regulation thermostat, (b)
safety thermostat, (c) bright
switch on-off, and (d)
thermometer gauge.
Three series are available - BG1
M series, five models from 20kW
to 53kW; BG2 M series, four
models from 64kW to 96kW; BG3
The Vokera Mynute has been
designed in answer to the
demand for a sealed system
boiler to meet smaller house/flat
specifications, where it is
considered that even the smallest
combination boiler is too big both
in size and heating capacity.
The Mynute, with the addition of
an indirect cylinder and controls is
capable of giving both stored hot
water and central heating. It can
be used for central heating only
installation. By virture of its built-
in expansion vessel it overcomes
M series, 12 models from 105kW
to 393kW.
Details from Fingal Heat Limited,
Unit 6, Lee Road, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Glasnevin,
Dublin 11. Tel: 01-303111; Fax:
306673.
the difficulty of locating the feed
and expansion tank in small
properties or flat conversions. It
also incorporates a built-in
standard Grundfos 15-50 pump
and fully automatic by-pass.
The combined fresh-air inlet and
exhaust outlet flue system can be
configured to suit most flue
arrangements and requires only a
100 mm (4") diameter hole
through an external wall.
The 4" flue terminates
unobtrusively through the wall of
the bUilding and is sealed to the
brickwork using the rubber collar
supplied. The Vokera terminal
guard may be fitted where added
protection is required.
A roof-mounted flue outlet is
available where installation
through an outside wall is either
not practical or desirable.
The flue may be extended up to
4.5 m horizontally, or 3.6 m
vertically, in a straight line only,
using the optional 800 mm
extension tubes. There are also
three types of room-sealed bends
available 90°, 45° and a 100 mm
offset, making it easier to site the
boiler and flue in a suitable
position.
The room sealed flue outlet bend
on top of the boiler rotates
through 3600 allowing installation
of the flue in any direction
horizontally. Alternatively, omit
the outlet bend to fit a vertical flue.
The Mynute is the smallest room
sealed boiler Vokera have
produced to date. It is simple to
install and for maintenance
purposes the hinged down panel
-
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Glow-Worm Spacesaver
Complheat
PRODUCT REVIEW
MESTIC
BC>ILERS
makes access to components
second to none.
The boiler measures 690 mm high
by 360 mm wide by 345 mm
deep, but can be adjusted on site
to produce between 23,000 and
48,000 BTU's, depending on
system demand. With electronic
ignition, built-in expansion vessel,
pump, automatic air vent by pass
and automatic air vent with the
option to install either a 7-day
digital or 24-hour electro
mechanical timeclocks.
The 4" diameter flue can be
rotated through 360 degrees on
top of the boiler with the option to
bend the flue or change to vertical
flue.
Details from Heatovent (Ireland)
Ltd, Greenhills Road, Dublin 12.
Tel.: 01-508116; Fax: 01-508501.
Glow-worm has launched the
spacesaver complheat, a factory
assembled, cast-iron system
boiler. The spacesaver
complheat has all the
"convenience advantages"
traditionally associated with
system boilers, but is particularly
aimed at the retrofit market, where
older central heating systems are
being converted or extended.
As a system boiler, the
spacesaver complheat is
especially suitable for applications
where space and time are limited.
All the essential components of a
central heating system (save
radiators and hot water storage
tank) are housed within the boiler.
It has an integral pressure vessel
and also contains a pump and
automatic by-pass, both of which
are factory set to reduce time and
design adjustments traditionally
made on-site. The spacesaver
complheat is supplied with a
special wall-mounted jig for easy
installation which enables pre-
wiring and pre-plumbing before
the boiler is mounted.
In addition, because the
complheat contains an integral
pump, servicing and maintenance
to the system can be undertaken
from the front of the boiler. For
simple assembly and installation,
the spacesaver complheat has a
4" round negative pressure flue
with a "fit-from-inside" kit. A wall
hanging frame which allows
precise boiler hanging, pre-
plumbing, wiring and system
testing is also provided. A
diagnostic peB ensures that the
installer can pinpoint any faults
with the spacesaver complheat
quickly and easily.
Options available include a 2 m
flue extension and wall terminal
collar.
The boiler is available in outputs
Heatovent Ireland Ltd. Greenhills Road, Dublin 12.
Telephone: 508166 Fax: 508501
J
Wall hung boiler
Room sealed
Fan flued
Sealed system
available for
N.G.
L.P.G.
e HEATO\l:ENT
I a
• . ~
• Built-in Expansion
• Automatic By-pass
• Automatic Air Vent
• Pump
• Pressure Relief Valve
and Pressure Gauge
The Mynute with the addition of an indirect
cylinder and controls is capable of giving
both stored hot water and heating. It can
of course be used for central heating instal-
lation. By virtue of its built in
expansion vessel it overcomes the
difficulty of locating the feed and expansion
tank in small properties or flat conversions.
It also incorporates a built in standard
Grundfos 15-50 pump and fully automatic
by-pass.
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A "beneath the skin view" of the new Ultra system boiler from Potterton Myson.
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PRODUCT REVIEW
DOMESTIC
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ranging from 20 - 70,000 Btu/h
and is backed up by Quadrant's
comprehensive nationwide after-
sales, service and spares support
system.
Glow-worm has also launched the
Swift Flow - a competitively
priced combination boiler which
unites the twin benefits of
simplicity and high performance.
Supplied in outputs of 80,000 and
100,000 Btu/h, the Swift Flow has
no calorifier or 3-way valve. It
features a simple ignition system
which means greater reliability
since the number of electronic
components in the boiler is
reduced. "Installer-friendly"
features such as a wall mounting
jig and a circular flue with its
standard ''fit-from-inside'' kit are
also incorporated, together with
45° and 90° horizontal flue bends
available for the Swift Flow 80.
With a central heating output of
60,000 Btu/h on both models, the
Swift Flow is also capable of
meeting the most rigorous of
heating demands. The boiler also
has the capacity to heat water up
to a usable temperature - a rise
of about 35°C - in 26 seconds
from a cold start. In addition, the
Swift Flow 100 delivers one gallon
of hot water within 22 seconds.
Details from Quadrant Ltd,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel: 01·
6265711; Fax: 01-6267863.
Potterton
Myson Enters
System Boiler
Marke
Potterton Myson has unveiled itf
first system boiler, the Ultra. Five
boilers in the range cover all
applications, with outputs from
20,000 Btu/h to 80,000 Btu/h.
The introduction marks a bid by
Potterton Myson to become the
major player in the system boiler
market place.
The Ultra has been designed from
an installers' perspective. All
models feature an optional
factory-fitted, pre-wired diverter
valve, while an optional
programmer is also available
across the range.
Ease of installation and
maintenance are reinforced
through four-way fanned f1ueing,
with extended flues available.
Access to key components is
simple.
At the heart of the Ultra is the
Myson SD pump, with an
automatic bypass and expansion
vessel alongside. Other features
include an intermittent pilot and
vertical flue available as Vertex, or
vertical balanced flue.
System boilers as a group offer
many benefits. They can be used
with existing conventional heating
systems; offer simplified piping for
new installations; avoid "wet roof';
and help eliminate radiator
pinholing.
Managing Director Sean Hanratty,
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says: "The Ultra has been
developed to ensure that we enter
the system boiler market with an
edge over our competitors. With
key customers recognising the
benefits of system boilers, we are
confident that this will continue to
be a growing sector".
Availability commences early
1993.
Details from Potterton Myson
(Ireland) Ltd, Parkmore Industrial
Estate, Longmile Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-509075; Fax: 01-553629. Saxi Solo, one of the easiest boilers to install. Details from Heatmerchants.
BUILDING SERVICES BUYER GUIDE
Have you got your copy of the newly-published Building Services Buyer Guide 1992/3?
The 104-page guide is by far the most comprehensive on the industry to date, its 1700
cross-referenced entries making it an invaluable aid to all involved in building services.
Copies are available from the publishers, Pressline Ltd. Tel: 01 - 2885001.
5010-
Lightweight
Wall Mounted
Boiler from
Baxi
The Baxi Solo range of domestic
gas central heating boilers
provides the installer with all the
durability of cast iron, in a low-
weight format.
An extremely low lifting weight of
60.61b (30/4 PF, 40/4 PF & 50/4
PF models only), makes Solo one
of the easiest boilers to install. At
600 mm high, it is also one of the
smallest units of its type, which
means it can be matched with
most standard kitchen wall units.
All access for installation is from
the front, while top connections
(four on the RS model two on the
RS/SS and two on the PF) allow
greater flexibility. Incorporated on
the boiler is a ledge and latch
system which allows the unit to be
easily and quickly located. The
outer case comes ready
assembled, and is not needed
until after commissioning.
Solo's compact dimensions and
light weight are attributable to the
development of a new type of
"monobloc" heat exchanger by
Baxi. Manufactured in cast iron to
a unique design, the unit is
engineered for low hydraulic
resistance. The increased fin
area on the casting enables extra
heat transfer for optimum
efficiency.
Four powered flue (PF) models
are offered, allowing the unit to be
mounted up to 2 2 m away from
the nearest outside wall, with the
facility for left, right or rear
flueing. Outputs for the PF range
from 21,000 Btu/h to 70,000
Btu/h. For external wall-mounting,
five natural room sealed (RS)
variants are also available, with
outputs ranging from 20,000 Btu/h
to 60,000 Btu/h.
Added to this is the "RS/SS"
range, featuring pump over-run
and overheat thermostats. This
range is compatible with most
fully-pumped, open-vented or
sealed systems.
In common with all Baxi domestic
heating products, the Solo
benefits from an ongoing
programme of development, and
full installer support facilities.
Details from Heatmerchants
(Dublin) Ltd, 3 Kylemore Park
North, Kylemore Road, Dublin 10.
Tel: 01-6231248; Fax: 01-
6231253. Alternatively, anyone
of Heatmerchants, Nationwide
branches in Athlone, Cork,
Kilkenny, Limerick, Sligo and
Waterford can be contacted
directly.
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ADVANCE SALES LEADS
Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide
-- all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors
and suppliers. The company publishes information in
the weekly CIS report which provides full project
details, contact names, addresses and telephone
numbers, design team details and tendering and
construction schedules. The following listing is
provided by CIS Report and gives a brief description
of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01 -
2809476/2809557.
TIPPERARY
Mahon McPhillips CEM Ltd
has been awarded the
building contract for an
expansion of its existing
production building and for
the retention of the existing
temporary accommodation
for five years at
Ballymacarbry in County
Waterford for Pinewood
Laboratories Ltd.
pharmaceutical
manufacturers. The single-
storey extension measuring
323 sq m. will be built in a
steel frame with blockwork
and situated on a 2.6
hectare site. Work. costing
£300.000. is due to start
shortly and will take six
months to complete. M.F.
Kent and Company Ltd have
been awarded the
mechanical and electrical
contract work.
KERRY
Steirad Components Ltd,
metalware manufacturers,
have been granted planning
permission for the erection
of an extension to the
existing factory building and
associated works at
Clieveragh, Listowel, County
Kerry. The single-storey
14 BSNews. December 1992
extension, measuring 1056
sq m. will be built in a steel
frame and situated on a
6.395 acre site. The
promoter has yet to decide
what the construction plans
will be and when the project
will go ahead.
WICKLOW
Microwave Radio Ltd, clo AT
&T Network Systems
Ireland. has been granted
planning permission for the
erection of approximately
1500 sq m of additional
single-storey production
area with associated stores.
offices and car park space at
their existing plant at Corke
Abbey, Bray. Co Wicklow.
The high single-storey
building measuring 1548 sq
m. will include two-storey
office accommodation
measuring 108 sq m on a
31.360 sq m site. Building
contractors, O'Shea
International Ltd will carry
out the design and build
contract and will appoint all
relevant sub-contractors.
OFFALY
Bow Street construction Ltd
of Dublin has been awarded
the contract for the
demolition of the existing
offices. cold store, stores and
plantroom buildings and for
the construction of a new
cold store. offices, stores,
plantroom and associated
works at Tanyard Lane.
I
Tullamore. County Offaly for
H.B. Ice Cream Ltd. ice
cream manufacturers.
Work. costing between
I £130.000 and £150,000. is
due to start in mid or late-
November and will take ten
weeks to complete. Andrew
Mannion Engineering Ltd of
Moate has been awarded the
steel contract. The single-
storey extension. measuring
5143 sq m, will be built in a
steel frame and will include
two-storey offices built in
concrete.
MAYO
Udaras na Gaeltachta has
sought tenders from a select
list of building contractors
for the erection of a new
factory at Killatcaun,
Tourmakedy. County Mayo.
There will be sub-contract
opportunities for the
mechanical. electrical. steel,
I roofing and cladding work.
The single-storey factory.
measuring 1035 sq m. will
include office
accommodation and will be
built in a steel frame.
Construction work. costing
£500,000. is due to start in
the new year and will take
eight to nine months to
complete. M P Pumps, who
assemble atomisers for the
cosmetics industry will
occupy the plant.
DONEGAL
Udaras na Gaeltachta has
been granted planning
permission for the erection
of a new factory for yam
spinning at the Industrial
Estate, Bunbeg. County
Donegal. The spinning mill.
measuring 12.100 sq m, will
include a production area.
warehousing, service block
and offices and will be built
in a steel frame. Udaras na
Gaeltachta has sought
tenders from building
contractors and the contract
is in the process of being
awarded. Work was due to
start last week and will take
ten months to complete.
The construction cost will be
£5.6 million.
DUBLIN
Mahon McPhillips CEM Ltd
has been awarded the
contract for the erection of
new headquarters consisting
of an office and distribution
facility at the corner of
Blackthorn Road and Burton
Hall Road, Sandyford
Industrial Estate. Sandyford.
Dublin 18 for Panasonic
Ireland Ltd. the world's
largest manufacturers of
electrical goods.
Construction work. s
in early October and wr;. e
completed by May 1993.
The two-storey building.
measuring 3211 sq m in
total. will include two-storey
offices measuring 1276 Sq m
to the front and a single-
storey distribution centre
measuring 1935 sq m to the
back is been built in a steel
frame on the 3.3 acre site.
The unit will include a
canteen. CPU spares.
workshop. showroom. office.
male and female toilets.
store, service yard
warehouse and a managers
office.
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The Danfoss ECl set includes: ECl weather compensator; Valve motor; Outdoor
temperature sensor; Surface or immersion sensor. Available from J J Sampson
Ltd.
DANFOSS ECl COMFORT
CONTROL
ECl is the new Danfoss weather
compensator from J J Sampson.
ECl saves energy and ensures
optimum comfort control.
ECl uses a microprocessor and
an outdoor temperature sensor to
foresee the heating demand.
That's why it is called a weather
compensator. By constantly
measuring the outdoor
temperatures, ECl can adapt the
temperature of the heating
system and will waste no energy
at all.
Optimum energy is saved in
setting the weather compensator
clock. The clock will differ
between normal heating and
reduced heating. During normal
heating, the heating system
temperature is optimised and
during reduced heating this
temperature is reduced.
ECl can be adapted to all types
of heating systems and it is easy
to install and to service.
Details from, J J Sampson & Son
Ltd, Unit 71, Cherry Orchard
Industrial Estate, Dublin 10. Tel:
01-6268111; Fax: 01-6269334.
REFURBISH PIPES AND
BOilERS
Stewart Industrial Services has
launched a new range of
Scalewatcher Industrial Units
capable of refurbishing any
pipework material and size
ranging from 35mm to 1250mm in
diameter, regardless of flow rate.
Scale reduces the thermal
efficiency of heating systems.
With every 6mm of scale, 40%
more energy is needed to heat
water. Add to this the additional
energy costs from pumping water
through narrowed pipes and
heating scaled-up boilers, and the
size of the problem is all too
apparent.
Using state-of-the-art electronics,
Scalewatcher applies the
principles of magneto-
hydrodynamics. The molecular
calcium carbonate crystal nuclei
in hard water are naturally
ionized. Using a modulating,
complex-frequency signal,
Scalewatcher safely changes the
shape, size and characteristics of
the nuclei and the calcite crystals
they form. By this action, the
crystals lose their adhesive
qualities and remain in
suspension in the water until they
are flushed out by normal water
discharge.
Simplicity of installation means
that Scalewatcher's signal cable
is coiled around the hot or cold
water pipe to be treated and the
unit is then plugged into a power
source. No plumbing, chemicals
or maintenance is required and
the water remains chemically
unchanged.
All units are fitted with mains
supply signals, output signal flow
rate adjustment control, and an
alarm which sounds if the signal
cable is disconnected or the
Scalewatcher requires resetting
or is defective.
Details from, Robin McConnell,
Mallusk Park, Newtownabby, Co.
Antrim, BT 36 8FS. Tel: 080-232
34246.
lPl FlOORSEAl
High performance coatings
specialist Liquid Plastics Ltd has
launched lPl Floorseal, a f1uid-
applied flooring system designed
for use in industrial and other
hostile environments.
Incorporating advanced epoxy
technology, Floorseal's water-
based formulation confers
resistance to wear and impact
damage, is free from solvents
and toxic fumes and remains
resistant to attack by oils, dilute
acids and a wide variety of other
aggressive materials.
It is self-priming on most
substrates and is suitable for
application over concrete flooring
and screeds, forming a durable
finish in either coloured or clear
form. Applied by roller, brush or
spray equipment, Floorseal
provides slip resistance and a
high level of adhesion.
Details from, Liquid Plastics Ltd,
P 0 Box 7, London Road, Preston
PR1 4AJ, lancashire, England,
Tel. 00-44-772-59781.
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Employers Advic_e Line
David Gannon has over 20 years
experience in dealing with employee
relations
matters.
Those
years of
experience
were
gained in
the
Federated
Union of
Employers
(9 years);
Clerys (2
years); and
Switzer Group (11 years). He is now
operating as an independent personnel
consultant in all areas of business. He is
also a serving member of the Employment
Appeals Tribunal.
Public Holidays
at Christmas
and New Year
Alongside the joy andexcitement of Christmaseach year comes the
almost inevitable question of
public holiday entitlements over
the festive season.
This year the calender dictates
that the public holidays are as
follows:
Friday, 25 December-
Christmas Day
Saturday, 26 December - St
Stephen's Day
Friday, 1 January - New Year's
Day
These are the only public
holidays over the period of
Christmas and the New Year.
While banks and other
businesses may be closed on
other days, such days are not
public holidays; they may be
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part of the annual entitlement or
what are sometimes called
privilege or ex-gratia days off.
The transfer of a public holiday
by the Minister of Labour usually
only happens when the public
holiday falls on a Sunday. Such
a transfer does not arise in
respect of St Stephen's Day
which falls this year on a
Saturday.
ENTITLEMENTS
For those who qualify there is a
legal entitlement as follows: -
- If the employee normally
works on the day in question
then s/he is entitled to a paid
day off on the day, a paid day
off within a month, an extra
day's annual leave or an extra
day's pay as the employer may
decide;
- If the employee normally has
a day off on the day in question,
then s/he is entitled to either a
paid day off within a month, an
extra days annual leave or an
extra days pay as the employer
may decide.
WHO QUALIFIES?
I The following employees are
legally entitled to the above:-
- All full-time employees;
- All regular part-time
employees, ie, those who have
been in the employment
continuously for not less than 13
weeks and who are normally
expected to work no less than
eight hours a week;
- Temporary or short-term
employees who have worked for
at least 120 hours (or 110
hours if under 18 years of age)
during the five weeks ending in
the day before the public
holiday.
TERMINATION OF
EMPLOYMENT BEFORE A
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
In certain circumstances an
employee who's employment
terminates prior to a public
holiday may still be entitled to
payment for it. This is most
likely to arise around Christmas
with temporary employees who
had been taken on for the busy
weeks before Christmas and let
go on Christmas Eve, for
instance.
Where a full-time employee -
whether permanent or
temporary - has completed
120 hours (110 hours if und
18 years of age) in the five
weeks ending on the day before
the public holiday, irrespective
of when the employment
actually terminated, the
employee is entitled to payment
in respect of the public holiday.
Where a regular part-time
employee has worked during at
least four of the five weeks prior
to a public holiday, irrespective
of when the employment
actually terminated, the
employee is entitled to an extra
day's pay.
WHO QUALIFIES?
Bearing in mind the additional
trading hours, between late
nights and Sundays, in the
weeks preceding Christmas, it is
possible that an employee who
terminates employment on
Christmas Eve could be entitled
to payment in respect of all
three public holidays.
Whatever the legal entitlements,
I wish all readers a successful
Christmas trade and a happy
Christmas holiday.
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With the election results coming in as we go to press, it is more
apparent than ever that the commercial uncertainty which has
dominated the industry in recent months is set to continue. Whatever
unfolds government wise, we are not going to see an economic
miracle. Hence then the importance of the remarks of Finbar
Callanan, Director of Engineers of Ireland, during his address to the
CIBSE annual dinner in the Concert Hall of the RDS recently.
Like everyone in attendance, Finbar was most impressed by the
numbers present. Over 500 people with a vested interest in building
services had turned out for the occasion. Finbar made the point that
such a strong show of force should be harnessed into a cohesive voice
to speak on behalf of the industry.
The building industry is a key barometer of the economic state of the
nation and, with building services becoming such a major force within
the construction sector, it's vital that the views of the services sector
are taken into account. Finbar called on those present to form a lobby
group to represent and safeguard the interests of the building services
sector and also to bring its influence to bear on broader issues of
importance.
But such was the serious message of his address. For the most part,
Finbar's comments were light-hearted and jocular, the evening - for
the most part - being more of a social informal occasion.
Other speakers were David Lush, Senior Vice-President, CIBSE, and
John Purcell, CIBSE Irish Branch Chairman.
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Harnessing The
Engineers Voice
CIBSE STUDENT AWARD WINNERS
Standing: John Cutbert, Vice Chairman CIBSE (Ireland) with Don
Byrne, Assistant Head of Engineering, Bolton St; David Lush,
Senior Vice-President, CIBSE; and Steward Roche, Managing
Director, Walker Air Conditioning. Seated: Dominic Ward, Diploma
Engineering; Patrick Conlon, Certificate Engineering; and Ronan
Manittn, Degree Engineering.
CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch team who beat (just!) the CIBSE
NI Region in a golf match prior to their region dinner last month.
The game was played at Shandon Park Golf Club in Belfast.
Members of the victorious team were Don Byrne, Joe Hogan,
Eamon D'Brien, John Purcell and Sean Smyth.
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David Lush, Senior Vice President, CIBSE with lan Roberts,
Dve Arup & Partners; Eoin Kenny, Past President, CIBSE;
and John Purcell, Chairman, CIBSE (Ireland).
lan Roberts, Dve Arup & Partners with Peter Hanna,
President, RIAI; Brian Homan; and Michael Buckley, Past
Chairman, CIBSE.
Michael Touhey, Roberts & Partners with Praful Parkih, Dve
Arup &Partners; Stuart Ruttle, Commission of Irish Lights;
Michael McNamara, Dve Arup &Partners; Fergus Dunphy,
Roberts &Partners; and Derek Edge, Dve Arup &Partners.
John Minchin, Willie Hanlon and Pat Mitchell all of Bord
Gais.
Michael Buckley, Past Chairman, CIBSE (Ireland) with David
Lush, Senior Vice President, CIBSE; Enda Ryder, Chairman,
Electrical Contractors Association; Anne Potter, Director,
Association of Consultant Engineers; and Finbarr Callahan,
Director, IEI.
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BUILDING SERVICES -
£1 9 BILLION EUROPEAN
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BSNe'IIVs Special Report:
B SRIA'S recentIy-completed EuropeanBuilding Services
Study reveals a massive
market for hvac and and
plumbing products across
the EC of £ 19.8 Billion in
1990 at manufacturer selling
prices.
Analysis by product - As
shown in Figure I, heating
products (space and water)
represent almost one third of
the market at £6.5 Billion.
An interesting feature of the
European market is that
water heating, like the
central heating system, is
regarded as part of the
dwelling in the UK and
Ireland, but as a heating
appliance on the continent.
Bathroom equipment is the
next biggest sector closely
followed by air conditioning,
air distribution and fans and
ventilation in Europe.For the
majority these are sold to the
non-domestic sector
Pipe and fittings figures
included plastic pressure
and non-pressure piping for
supply of water and gas
services to the buildings as
well as for all materials
inside the building.
Analysis by country - An
analysis by country as given
in Figure 2. As shown, the
German market is by far the
biggest and is set to increase
strongly as East German
demand grows.
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The Italian market is much
bigger than is often believed,
partly because of the huge
air conditioning market and
the high-value bathroom
products (particularly taps
and mixers) used.
The UK market is the 3rd
largest in value behind
Germany and Italy, and
represents the biggest
volume market for heating
and plumbing equipment
because of the frequency of
house-moving. The average
rate in the UK is now around
11 years (in 1988 it was
every 7 years), whereas in
Germany, for example, it is
only every 28 years.
The UK also has a very low
proportion of flats (known as
multi-family dwellings on the
Continent). In Italy, some
two-thirds of housing
completions are flats and as
a result the "commercial"
size (>44 kW) boiler market
in Italy at 108,000 units per
annum is well over three
times that of the UK.
France and Spain are
significan tly smaller
markets. The remaining EC
countries, taken together,
are only worth slightly more
than Spain.
Structure of the EC - -
Although each EC country is
a unique market with its own
practices and characteristics,
and products peculiar to
each country, the study
identified two distinct
European segmen ts - -
Northern EC and Southern
EC.
For the northern EC
countries (Germany, France,
t UK, Netherlands, Belgium,
Denmark, and Ireland) the
main features are:
o The markets are
dominated by large key
accounts, Le. distributors,
contractors and specifiers;
o Distribution structures are
mature and well ordered;
o Vertigal integration
increases the further north
you go;
Heating markets are
generally bigger and air
conditioning markets are
smaller;
o There are more sou f
information. Trade
Associations are more
powerful;
Product approvals and
official barriers are
fOrmidable.
For the southern EC
countries (Italy, Spain,
Greece and Portugal) the
main features are:
o The markets are extremely
fragmented. In particular,
the concept of "building
services" as a separate
discipline is poorly
developed;
Strong regionality;
Distribution is fragmented.
In most markets the larger
wholesalers have one or two
branches only;
o Big air conditioning
markets;
o Published information and
market research is difficult
to find.
Major companies
The study identified
apprOXimately 5,000
individual companies as
major or significant suppliers
in individual countries with
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150-200
Netherlands $1.4 bn
Belgium $0.9 bn
Denmark $0.7 bn
Greece $0.7 bn
Portugal $0.6 bn
Ireland $0.3 bn
Pipe and lilllngs
$6.2 bn
Air conditioning & ventilation
$7.3 bn
(Air conditioning $4.0 bn,
air distribution $2.0bn,
fans and ventilation $1.2 bn)
35.5
5.7
1.7
2.8
2.0·
7.8
6.2
2.1
4.0
2.1
1.2
Total market
$35.5 billion
Figure 1: The EC market for building services
equipment, by product sector, 1990
UK
$6.3 bn
Total market
$35.5 billion
Figure 2: The EC market for building services
equipment, by country, 1990
Total
TABLE 1
(1) Companies adjudged by BSRIA and their partners to have a major
presence In 3 or more EC countries.
(2) Overlap between different produc1 areas.
SOURCE: BSRIA-RIA STUDY
Number of European Suppliers by Product Sector
Value $bn Nimber1 of
international
suppliers
11
3
37
10
36
30
17
30
11
18
Domestic central heating
Domestic space heating
Commercial heating
Water heating
Bathroom equipment
Pipe and fittings
Controls
Air Conditioning
Air Distribution
Fans and ventilation
Heating
$12.1 bn
(Domestic CH $5.7 bn.
domestic space heating $1.7 bo,
commercial heating $2.8 bn,
water heating $1.9 bn)
Source: RSRIA EBS study
In contrast, for air
conditioning and controls the
markets are dominated by
large Japanese, US and pan-
European companies (eg.
Daikin, Carrier, Ciat, Riello,
Honeywell). However, in
every country there are still
powerful local companies
who will prove to be difficult
to dislodge. For air
conditioning, good examples
are Fyrogenis (Greece), Fnac
(Portugal) and Ricagni,
Climoventa (Italy).
In pipe and fittings the
situation varies. Where as
copper pipe is becoming
increasingly global, plastic
pipe is dominated by local,
often regionally-based
companies who dominate
local areas on price and
distribution grounds.
For air distribution, fans and
ventilation there are
generally a small number of
international companies.
the number of main pan-
European suppliers relatively
small at between 150-200 as
shown in Table 1.
Note the sharp contrast I
between domestic central
heating and air conditioning
in terms of the number of
international suppliers. For
heating and plumbing
markets pan-European
manufacturers are the
exception rather than the
rule. Vaillant and Ariston are
notable exceptions, but there
is now increasing acquisition
activity, .with Blue Circle's
acquisition of CICH in
France (heating), and that of
Ceramica Dolomite in Italy
(bathroom equipment) and in
the other direction the Bosch
acquisition of Worcester in
the UK.
Further details on the Report
are available from BSRIA at I
Tel: 0044 344 426511.
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Operation and
Maintenance I
Manuals I
In the past, operation and
maintenance manuals (0 &
M Manuals) tended to be a
collection of photo-copied
manufacturersI sales
brochures bundled into a
lever arch-type file and
presented to the client as
part of, or as, the final
handover documents.
These days are fading
fast into memory,
writesGerry Swan
of Swan Environmental
Developments.
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There are many reasons for thischange - the advancement oftechnology within the building
services industry; new legislation;
more sophisticated buildings; and the
returning "brain drain" to name but a
few. Whatever the reason, this change
can only be good news for the industry.
As quality assurance rises upon the list
of priorities for all building services
companies, we can carefully examine
not only the installation but how it
operates safely and efficiently. The
quality of the contractor, consultant
and project managers can be measured
by the quality of the finished project
and the final documentation.
Beside the fact that concluding a
project with a handover of impressive
documentation would be good for
future business, contractors and
consultants are bound to ensure their
client is protected against failure to
fulfil the requirements of legislation
such as the "Safety, Health and
Welfare at Work Act 1989".
Although there is a minimum policing
to enforce such acts, the real test will
be proving the onus of responsibility
and negligence for accident, injury or
damage to the health of a member of
the public or an employee of a
company through the courts. An
example of this is the Legionnella
breakout in London where the BBC
buildings were found responsible.
The guideline for the production of
operation and maintenance manuals is
BS 4884, which in turn refers to many
other standards. However, main
section heads and sub-section heads
can be easily identified and would have
to include the following:-
Manual Index
Section I - Introduction;
Section 2 - Guide to use of manual;
Section 3 - Basis of design;
Section 4 - Description of installed
services;
Section 5 - Operating procedures;
Section 6 - Routine preventative
maintenance;
Section 7 - Emergency procedure ;
Section 8 - Plant asset register;
Section 9 - Test and commissioning
results;
Section 10- Manufacturers literature
and instructions;
Section II - Record drawings.
Each of these sections are then sub-
divided on a service by service basis in
the following way:-
Sub-Section
(I) - Heating;
(2) - Chilled water;
(3) - Water treatment;
(4) - Utility ervices;
(5) - Gas services;
(6) - Vacuum cleaning services;
(7) - Compressed air services;
(8) - Electrical services.
It can be seen that the operation and
maintenance manual now plays an
important role throughout the life of a
project as it i the end users' bible and
the construction team's mark of
quality.
Ireland's slow progression into the
field of quality assurance has caused
changes, so too will the compulsory
production of operation and
maintenance manuals cause changes.
A greater responsibility to safeguard
the client and your own interests, the
emergence of information control, the
additional cost of manual production
and the greater expectation of a client
to receive a quality manual. Tt
changes may cause some companies
problems. However, far more
problems will be caused by the non-
production of quality operational and
maintenance manuals.
Some rules of thumb for the production
of operation and maintenance manuals
are as follows:-
Language
A manual must be written in a manor
to be understood by a cross-section of
end users (trained and untrained).
Therefore, minimise jargon and
abbreviations;
System References
All systems and items of plant must be
cross-referenced to each section of the
manual, to the manufacturers'
literature, the record drawings an e
plant item on site;
System Descriptions
Keep descriptions concise and accurate
to ensure the user reads and
understands systems. Don't be vague
but make it interesting;
Maintenance Breakdown
Maintenance and emergency
breakdown procedures - Make all the
above procedures step by tep to
minimise confusion. Do not exceed 20
word per step.
• This is the first article in a new series
designed to assist those charged with
responsibility for producting operation
manuals. Part 2 will appear in the
January 1993 issue of BSNews with the
series continuing to run in the en uing
issues for the coming year.
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Fit any which way you like.
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Velaire Vitesse is a robust, powerful and very compact oil
boiler - our 60,000 Btulhr model is only 300mm wide. In fact by
usingfanned burners and clever internal design we've made this
range ofboilers one of the most powerful little performers you can
buy.
There are 2 boiler types, a conventional flue model and a
balancedflue model, both available in 3 output ranges 40-60,000
Btulhr, 60-80,000 Btulhr and 80-100,000 Btulhr. Larger models
available soon.
For further information return the coupon to Myson Ireland
Limited, Parkmore Industrial Estate, Langmile Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: (01) 50 90 75, Fax: (01) 553629.
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nproving on the outstanding
putation held by the Myson
elaire oil boiler was always going
take some exceptional thinking,
nd in terms ofinnovation, would
t new industry standards. And it
rtainly has.
Because the balanced flue
elaire Vitesse is totally dedicated to
balanced flue applications, the boiler is room sealed, tested and set
to maximum output in the factonJo This can reduce the usual
commissioning procedure to a 'Jinal check" or minor adjustment -
oil boiler installation is now more profitable than ever.
The Velaire Vitesse has a choice offluing arrangements that
combines all manner ofvariations with typical Myson simplicity -
a low level balanced flue that can be installed out ofsight below the
kitchen worktop, to the rear, left or right; high level balancedflues,
and a vertical balanced flue that can be raised up to 3.6m through
the roof The horizontal flues are telescopic so they can be extended~
or shortened to suit any wall thickness.
POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
Simplifying technology incorporating innovation
v E L A I R E v I T E s
s E
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
MA OTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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